
 

hair & beard trimmer

Multigroom series
1000

 
2 combs, 18 length settings

45mins cordless use/10h charge

 

QG410/16

Precise hair & beard styling
Style your head and beard exactly the way you want with this versatile trimmer. 18

different length settings for maximum precision.

Versatile

Beard trimming comb with 18 length settings

Hair clipping comb with 18 length settings

Skin friendly performance

High performance trimmer for precise and easy styling

Skin-friendly rounded tips for smooth skin

Easy to use

Fully waterproof for easy cleaning

45 minutes battery use after 10-hours of charging

2 year guarantee, worldwide voltage, no oil needed



hair & beard trimmer QG410/16

Highlights Specifications

Beard trimming comb

Keep your beard at exactly the length you like.

Choose from 18 length settings in 1mm

increments (1-18mm) by using the beard comb

on the full-sized trimmer.

Hair clipping comb

Keep your hair neat and styled to exactly the

length you like by selecting one of up to 18

different length settings on the hair-clipping

comb, in 3/20"/ 1mm increments.

High performance trimmer

Easily create perfect stubble or trim clean lines

around the edge of your beard. This high

performance trimmer delivers a professional,

groomed look.

Waterproof

Easy to clean by simply rinsing this groomer

under the tap.

Cordless use

Up to 45 minutes of cordless power after 10

hours charging.

Skin-friendly high-performance

Blades stay extra-sharp to always cut hairs

neatly and effectively, but have rounded blade

tips and combs to prevent irritation.

Built to last

All of our grooming products are built to last.

They come with a 2 year worldwide guarantee,

worldwide voltage compatibility, and they

never need to be oiled.

 

Create the look you want

Styling tools: Trimmer, 18-setting beard comb,

18-setting hairclipper comb

Ease of use

Cleaning: Washable

Operation: Cordless use

Power

Automatic voltage: 100-240 V

Run time: 45 minutes

Charging: 10 hours full charge

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee

Self sharpening blades
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